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Abstract

In this paper, we identify the parallels and the differences between language and life

as evolvable systems in pursuit of a framework that will investigate language change

from the perspective of a general theory of evolution. Despite the consensus that lan-

guages change similarly to species, as reflected in the construction of language trees,

the field has mainly applied biological techniques to specific problems of historical lin-

guistics and has not systematically engaged in disentangling the basic concepts (pop-

ulation, reproductive unit, inheritance, etc.) and the core processes underlying evolu-

tionary theory, namelymutation, selection, drift, andmigration, as applied to language.

We develop such a proposal. Treating language as an evolvable system places previ-

ous studies in a novel perspective, as it offers an elegant unifying framework that can

accommodate current knowledge, utilize the rich theoretical framework of evolution-

ary biology, and synthesizemany independent strands of inquiry, initiating awhole new

research program.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the theoryof evolution, life started fromacommonances-

tor and has been diversified into myriads of different forms. Living sys-

tems are characterized by certain features that inevitably lead them to

evolve. First, they consist of populations of individuals that replicate,

resulting in a succession of generations over time. Second, replication

entails inheritance of traits, that is, characteristics are transmitted, at

least partially, from parents to offspring by replicating and inheriting

genetic material (i.e., DNA). Third, replication inevitably creates varia-

tion of traits as the probability of mistakes during replication does not

equal zero.

Based on this description, it is expected that any systemmeeting the

relevant prerequisites will evolve in a way similar to living organisms.

We will call these systems “evolvable systems” in agreement with the

most commonuse of the concept of evolvability, which is defined as the

ability of a system to generate heritable phenotypic variation[1] (p. 15).

Life is the best-studied evolvable system, though it has recently been

shown in Ecology that communities of organisms constitute evolvable

systems as well.[2]

Languages, like species, have been diversified in space and time

as human populations spread all over the globe. Since the 19th cen-

tury, historical linguistics has established that systematic similarities

between languages often reflect common ancestry and that the longer

they have diverged from their most recent ancestor, the more differ-

ences we observe between them.[3] For example, it is well-established

that French, Italian, and Hindi all have the reconstructed language

Proto-Indo-European as their common ancestor,[4] but French and Ital-

ian have more properties in common than Hindi because they derive

from Latin, while Hindi derives from Sanskrit (see ref.[5] among many

others).

Since languages and species evolve in a “curiously parallel” way,[6]

according to Darwin, it is reasonable to hypothesize that language

fulfills the three prerequisites of evolvable systems: (a) populations
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of replicating units, (b) inheritance of characters, and (c) variation

of characters as a result of imperfect replication. Even though it

has sometimes been assumed that language indeed meets these

prerequisites,[7–10] a careful overview of the existing literature (see

also[11]) reveals the lack of a generally agreed upon framework based

on a comprehensive, systematic, and precise assessment of all rele-

vant issues involved. It is therefore not trivial to agree on the prop-

erties that make language an evolvable system with its unique pro-

file despite sporadic efforts to develop such proposals in different

frameworks.[9,12–14]

The purpose of this paper is to argue that language possesses the

three key characteristics of an evolvable system and thus evolutionary

theory can also account for language change. We will first introduce

some background on language as an object of scientific inquiry and

the concepts of grammar, language acquisition, and language change

(Box 1). We will then make a proposal regarding the correspondences

between the units of evolution, replication, and information, as well

as the fundamental processes of evolution, namely mutation, selec-

tion, drift, and migration, in language and life (Table 1). Finally, we will

address some crucial differences between biological and linguistic evo-

lution and discuss their methodological implications.

BACKGROUND: GRAMMAR AS KNOWLEDGE,
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, AND LANGUAGE
CHANGE

Following a major trend in modern linguistic theory we approach

language not as a sociopolitical and cultural phenomenon but as a

cognitive mechanism (see Box 2). There are two major approaches

toward language and language change, usage-based theories ver-

sus grammar-/acquisition-based theories.[12] According to usage-

based approaches, language is a network of “stored pairings of

form and function”[15] and speakers “retrieve expressions from their

stored linguistic experience.”[16] Language acquisition is a frequency

basedprobabilistic process assistedbynon-language-specific cognitive

biases.[16,17] According to grammar-based theories, a major object of

study of linguistics is the concept of “grammar,” that is, the knowledge

native speakers have that allows them to generate the well-formed

sentences of their language.[18,19] This notion of grammar as a discrete

combinatorial generative system should not be confused with descrip-

tive and prescriptive grammars of particular languages as taught in

school. The system of knowledge speakers possess is highly abstract

consisting of a finite set of lexical elements and rules that may gener-

ate an infinite set of novel well-formed sentences and rule out the ill-

formed sentences of their native language.We sidewith the latter view

based on arguments presented in Yang[20] (and references therein).

He argues on the basis of computational and quantitative studies that

there is a categorical distinction between rules and exceptions. Lan-

guage learning is a search for productive generalizations tolerating a

small only amount of exceptions rather than listing everything in lexical

storage.

Box 1. Clarifying certain terminological issues in

linguistics

In this paper, we have used certain terms in a way that

diverges from common uses in linguistics. We provide a list

here.

1. There are two concepts of evolution in language. On

the one hand, linguists commonly employ the term “lan-

guage evolution” in order to refer to the process that gave

rise to language as a property of humans.[80,81] On the

other hand, one can use the term “evolution” in order to

describe the change in the properties of language sys-

tems diachronically (see e.g., refs. [82,83]). Linguists com-

monly refer to this second process by the term “language

change.” In this paper, we use the term “language evolu-

tion” only to refer to language change.

2. We have proposed that the counterpart of mutation is

innovation. Some linguists have called the question of

generationof novel variation in languagepopulations “the

actuation problem” (e.g., ref. [84]). In the more standard

use of the term however[85] (p. 102) the actuation prob-

lem refers to changes in a structural feature in a particu-

lar language at a particular time, as opposed to other lan-

guages and other times where the same change does not

take place. In that more standard use, the actuation prob-

lem subsumes all four processes of language evolution.

3. The term “drift” has not been used in linguistics in

the sense we describe here, with the notable exception

of.[51,52] Since Sapir,[86] drift in historical linguistics has

been understood as a cluster of changes moving to a spe-

cific direction, the opposite ofwhatwe adopt here. In fact,

according to Sapir[86] (p. 127) drift has a direction which

“may be inferred [. . . ] from the past history of the lan-

guage”; in other words language change produces similar

patterns after the split of lineages independently of areal

factors and due to common ancestry[87] (p. 1)[13] (p. 9).

Yanovich[88] develops amodel according towhich genetic

drift sets the conditions for Sapir’s drift to arise, and illus-

trates this in relation to semantic change in the domain

of Germanic modals. Alternatively, the parallelism in drift

between descendant languages might in fact reflect the

workings of languageuniversals and correspond tohomo-

plasies in biology. This is ultimately a testable question.

On the view adopted here, a language consists of two main com-

ponents: (i) a mental lexicon containing its abstract features (e.g.,

tense, grammatical person/number/gender, case) and morphemes

(the minimal sound-meaning associations), and (ii) a computational

system with the set of rules that combine morphemes to create words
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TABLE 1 Analogies of concepts and terms between biology and linguistics (cf.[10] on parallels between biological and cultural evolution)

Biology Linguistics Biology definition Linguistics definition Unifying concepts

Individual Language–individual A single independent

organism.

Each speaker level idiolect. The atom of a

population.

Population of

individuals

Population of

language–individuals

A number of individuals of the

same species living in a

common space at a common

time.

A number of idiolects of the

same language spoken by

individuals living in a

common space at a common

time.

The unit of evolution.

Species Languages A group of living organisms

consisting of individuals

capable of potentially

exchanging genetic material.

A group of idiolects produced

by similar grammars, such

that they would potentially

provide input to

monolingual speakers.

Populations of

individuals not

anchored to a specific

space and time.a

Subspecies Dialects Distinct subgroups of individuals within a species/languagewhich

have sufficient differentiation from other subgroups but not

enough to be characterized as distinct species/languages.b

Mutation Innovation The processes leading to the introduction of de novo variation in

the population.

Selection Selection Non-random increase or decrease of the frequency of the variants

in a population.

Random genetic

drift

Driftc Stochastic increase or decrease of the frequency of the variants in

a population.

Gene flow

(migration)

Language contact Exchange of genetic/grammatical information between

populations.

Genotype I-language/grammar The total genetic information

of an individual.

A system of units of

information that generates

exactly those combinations

of words that form

grammatical sentences in a

given language.

Phenotype E-language/idiolect The set of observable

characteristics of an

individual resulting from the

interaction of its genotype

with the environment.

The set of observable

characteristics of an

individual resulting from the

interaction of its grammar

with the environment.

Gene Characteristics relativized

to the level of analysis

(lexicon, phonology,

morphology, syntax,

semantics)

The unit of information for the

construction of living

organisms.

The unit of informationwhich

qualifies as a primitive at

different levels of analysis.

The unit of information.

aIt should be taken into account that there is a difference in time scales of species as opposed to languages. A dog in ancientGreecewould be the same species

as a dog today. This does not hold for ancient Greek which cannot be seen as the same language as modern Greek as defined here. If a child had input from a

native speaker speaking ancient Greek and a native speaker of modern Greek (s)he would probably not become amonolingual individual.
bIt is notoriously difficult in linguistics to define the limits between languages and dialects and there are socio-political considerations also playing an impor-

tant role.We are abstracting away from this here assuming an idealized picture of this division.
cSee Box 1.

and words to create complex sentences. Words and sentences are

pronounced and interpreted by the speakers. The grammatical system

consists of three components, each having its own primitive units and

rules; phonology (the sound system of language), morpho-syntax (the

rules producing words and sentences), and semantics (the assignment

of meanings to words and sentences in context). Speakers are not

conscious of their knowledge of grammar. Their native language is

acquiredwithout explicit teaching, in the critical period, approximately

the first 6 years of life,[21] on the basis of positive evidence only (the

data they hear, without systematic corrections) and in uniform ways

across languages and circumstances[22] (p. 3). If acquiring language

was a conscious process, speakers would be able to learn their native

language at any age, the way they learn other cultural skills (e.g., chess

playing, math, or writing). According to Chomsky, language acquisition

is possible because human beings are genetically endowed with a

system of linguistic knowledge, called Universal Grammar, which

is activated through experience.[18,23,24] This initial state enables

acquirers to analyze their input data and make specific choices that
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Box 2. Addressing some common misconceptions about

language

Theoretical and experimental linguistics has provided exten-

sive evidence against certain common misconceptions con-

cerning language:

1. Language is not simply a list of words.

2. Language is not taught.

3. Language is not learnedvia imitation. It is acquiredbychil-

dren in the critical period on the basis of input from the

parental generation and hence it is vertically transmitted.

4. The enrichment of the vocabulary as well as writing and

learning foreign languages, which are straightforward

cases of cultural transmission, happen later in life and

does not alter the core of one’s native language system

(the grammar).

5. There is cross-disciplinary evidence that language is a

unique and defining capacity of the human brain and not

merely a socio-cultural phenomenon.[81,89] One property

that has been argued to distinguish language from other

communication systems in animals is recursion, that is,

the capacity to produce infinite strings via the repeated

application of the rule combining lexical elements and

constituents.[90] Therefore, it is arguably an oversimplifi-

cation to think of language change as a typical instance of

cultural evolution (pace[10,91]).

Finally, it should be kept in mind that “language acquisition,”

which is the technical term describing the process underly-

ing vertical transmission in language, should not be confused

with the term “acquired characteristics,” which is borrowed

frombiology anddescribes traits that enter the idiolects later

in life and are responsible for horizontal transfers.

lead them to construct their native grammar. The sets of options out of

which choices aremade have been called “parameters.”

Each generation constructs its grammar in an attempt to recon-

struct the parental grammar, without having direct access to the

grammatical system itself but rather to its surface manifestations

in the speech the acquirers are exposed to. Language change is

gradual grammar change across generations mediated by language

acquisition[25–27] (p. 720 in ref.,[51] for references to specific case

studies). It happens when the transmission from the parent genera-

tion to the descendant generation is flawed with respect to certain

properties.[28–30] According to the children-based approach, variation

in the adult speech plays a crucial role since it shapes the input to the

children. The alternative usage-based framework according to which

linguistic structures evolve solely via language use[12,31] focuses on the

first part of this process, while the children-based approach crucially

also includes the transition from one grammar to another.

LANGUAGE AS AN EVOLVABLE SYSTEM: CORE
CONCEPTS

The first set of correspondences between life and language as evolv-

able systems concerns the units of evolution, reproduction, replica-

tion, and information (Table 1). Evolutionary theory defines evolution

as the process of change of heritable characteristics over time. In biol-

ogy, researchers focus on the frequency change of inherited features

over time. Therefore, the unit of evolution is a population of individu-

als (independent living organisms) belonging to the same species, since

frequencies can be only assessed within populations. Extending this

to language, we can understand “language populations” as groups of

idiolects spoken in the same place at the same time by people hav-

ing the same native language. An idiolect is an individual’s knowl-

edge of language when put to use in actual speech[32] (cf. also Chom-

sky’s distinction between I(nternalized) andE(xternalized)-language, in

ref.[19]). The idiolect is the “language-individual” of a population (see

Table 1 and elsewhere in the text). Although all monolingual speakers

of the same language community have the same native language, each

speaker has their own idiolect because of the special circumstances of

their upbringing, which are unique to them. Inspired by biology, which

defines biological species as a number of individuals having the poten-

tial to produce fertile offspring,[33] we propose that two (or more) idi-

olects are part of the same native language if, by providing input to a

descendant at the stage of language acquisition, they have the poten-

tial to yield a monolingual and not a bilingual (or multilingual) speaker.

In biology, individuals are reproduced via their gametes, what is repli-

cated is the genome and the unit of information is the gene. In lan-

guage, idiolects are reproduced via the set of utterances that serve as

cues/triggers in the acquirer’s input and guide them to determinewhat

is actually replicated, namely the grammar.[34–37] The grammar con-

tains the units of information that are transmitted across generations.

As such, the grammar counts as the genotype of a language, while idi-

olects correspond to its phenotype.[9]

A linguistic system consists of different submodules such as the lex-

icon, phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics, each of which has

its own units and abstract operations. This means that the units of

information in each submodule are potentially distinct. It is not a trivial

question to determine what exactly are the units that are transmitted

and are amenable to change in each submodule. Chomskyan linguists

argue that, at least as far as morphosyntax is concerned, “parameter”

is the unit of linguistic heredity.[38–43] In practice, many linguists work-

ing with tree topologies on the basis of phonology and morphosyntax

employ as taxonomic characters the typological features contained in

databases such asWALS,[44] which code systematic patterns observed

in languages of the world. The trees obtained are accurate to a certain

extent, if we take as our standard the trees constructed on the basis of

cognate words (words with the same etymology).[45,46]

A fundamental property of evolvable systems is the concept of

inheritance. In biology, inheritance is transmission of genetic informa-

tion from identifiable parents to their children. In language, inheritance

is not a process taking place between humans as biological organisms,
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as it is evident that children are not born speaking the native language

of their parents. Rather, it is a process taking place between idiolects

and can be characterized as the vertical transmission of traits from a

population of parental idiolects to a population of the idiolects of the

descendant generation. This happens during the critical period of lan-

guage acquisition. This is indeed an instance of inheritance, as kids do

not speak or create a language from scratch but infer their mother lan-

guage from exposure to the idiolects of the previous generation. The

grammar of each speaker is constructed on the basis of the input from

the environment, which does not assign any privileged status to bio-

logical parents. All external stimuli serve as “parents” as long as they

form part of the primary linguistic data the child is exposed to: the

idiolects from sources such as extended family, daycare, media, other

social groups, and institutions that form part of the child’s everyday

experience.[22]

THE FOUR PROCESSES UNDER WHICH
LANGUAGES EVOLVE

Generation of variation

There are two fundamental steps in the evolution of any evolvable sys-

tem. The first is the initial production of variation and the second is

the dynamics of variation across generations which results in diversifi-

cation. The first process is the generation of de novo variation, called

mutation in biology. In language, de novo variation is generated by

linguistic innovations.[25,47] Ringe and Eska[29] identify four sources

of linguistic innovations: (a) contact with speakers of other languages

that leads to borrowing of foreign words and in some cases may also

lead to the borrowing of structures, (b) deliberate manipulation of lan-

guage which can give rise to new words and can also affect language

structure, (c) errors in the course of language acquisition which per-

sist in adulthood and eventually spread in a speech community (pp. 37–

44[29]; other approaches, e.g., ref.,[48] attribute innovations of this type

to a process commonly known as reanalysis), and (d) a combination of

language contact and learner errors arising whenmigrating individuals

use the (foreign to them) dominant language imperfectly.

The transmission of language from generation to generation is

not faithful, that is, children are likely to base their grammars on

misperceptions[49] or reanalyses of the adult input. Such errors are

a major source of language change when they are generalized across

young speakers and persist into adulthood. According to Ringe and

Eska[29] (p. 28) “a linguistic change has occurred when an innovation

has spread and become accepted in a speech community.” In evolution-

theoretic terms, a linguistic change has occurred when an innovation

has been fixed in a language population. One proposal that aims to

account for the gradual process of language acquisition leading to

the gradual replacement of older linguistic forms by new ones (with

the graphs of frequency distributions having the form of S-shaped

curves[25–27]) is developed by Yang.[20,50] He models language change

in terms of an interaction between internal and external forces follow-

ing insights from biological evolution.

Selection and drift

Once new variation is produced there are two potential outcomes.

Either the new variant is lost in subsequent generations or it pre-

vails in the language population (diffusion[25]). Until this happens the

two forms co-exist. Τhe fate of each new variant is determined both

by stochastic processes (drift) and by deterministic ones (selection)

(Table 1). If the new variants are selectively neutral, their frequencies

follow a trajectory with chance fluctuations, which finally leads either

to its establishment (frequency 1) or to its extinction (frequency 0). On

the other hand, under pure selection the trajectory of each variant is

predetermined: when it is beneficial it gets established (positive selec-

tion) andwhen it is detrimental it becomes extinct (negative selection).

In most cases, drift and selection act simultaneously and the new vari-

ants have a certain probability of fixation or extinction which depends

both on their selective advantage (or disadvantage) and on the popula-

tion size, which determines the strength of drift (Box 3).

In linguistics, little attention has been paid to the potential of ran-

dom change in the relative frequencies of variants across generations.

This relates to the researchers’ tendency to look for nonrandom pat-

terns in search for causality. Notable exceptions areNewberry et al.[51]

and Clark[52] who employ the term “drift” from biology, a practice

we will also follow here (Box 1). They use data of word frequencies

(tokens) from corpora and employ mathematical models from popula-

tion genetics and computer simulations in order to demonstrate that

some diachronic phenomena in English, such as the irreguralization or

regularizationof thepast tenseof someverbs, haveunfolded randomly.

Finding nonrandom patterns in language change and attempting to

identify the reason why a specific change took place is the usual way

linguistic research proceeds. Selection produces nonrandom patterns.

Newberry et al.[51] mathematically demonstrate theworkings of selec-

tion with the past tense of six verbs in the history of English show-

ing two variants, a regular and an irregular one in the corpus of his-

torical American English. In two of these cases, selection favored the

regular variant (wove → weaved and smelt → smelled) while in the

other four cases selection favored the irregular variant (lighted→ lit,

waked → woke, sneaked → snuck, dived → dove). Note that it is not

always possible to identify the cause of selection but after identifying a

change as selective we can speculate about its causes. For the particu-

lar cases at hand, Newberry et al. propose that selection for regulariza-

tion can be linked to economyor cognitive ease, while themore intrigu-

ing case of selection favoring irregularization might involve rhyming

with existing irregular verbs, a process also supported by psychological

studies.[53,54] For example, for the case of dive-dove in the early 20th

century they suggest that the choice of the irregular form coincides

with a significant increase in the use of the irregular form drove due

to the invention of cars in that period. Another case of selection New-

berry et al. identify concerns the evolution of syntactic verbal nega-

tion from the 16th to the 20th century which involves a pattern known

in linguistics as Jerspersen’s cycle[55] featuring three steps: preverbal

negation (Old English “Ic ne secge”), followed by double negation (Mid-

dle English “I ne seye not”), which leads to postverbal negation (early

Modern English “I say not“). To a linguist the discovery that Jespersen’s
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Box 3. Interactions between drift and selection

Realistically, we expect many more cases where drift and selection interact than pure drift and pure selection situations if we take into

account insights from evolutionary biology. Newberry et al.[51] describe one linguistic change that starts with drift and continues with

selection. This is the casewith do-support, which arguably increased by chance via drift in interrogative sentences in earlyModern English

and thenwas rapidly generalized in negative contexts providing evidence for selection.

A more complex case concerns simultaneous interaction between drift and selection. Evolutionary theory suggests that neutral vari-

ants (“variant” being the counterpart of polymorphism in biology) are only subject to drift and are expected to be fixedwith the same rate

in both small and large populations. Selection, on the other hand, is reflected in the fixation rate of the variants relative to the size of pop-

ulations. Selection is more efficient in larger populations, whereas drift prevails in smaller populations. If a variant is subject to negative

selection it will be more easily removed in a large population, while the same variant has a higher probability to be fixed in small popula-

tions thanks to drift. On the other hand, if a variant is subject to positive selection, it has higher probability to be fixed in a large population

and to be removed by chance in small populations. To illustrate this, we will use a case that is well known in linguistics, namely the obser-

vation that irregular inflection is more common in frequent verbs than in infrequent ones (see also[51]). Let us take as a starting point two

irregular verbs, one infrequent and one frequent. The infrequent one represents a small population of tokens (a few tokens present in

everyday life and as input to children), while the frequent one represents a large population of tokens (extensive use and therefore a large

number of tokens in children’s input). Note that, what matters for this case is populations of tokens and not populations of speakers or

idiolects, as employed in studies such as,[76,77] whatwe call populations of individuals in Table 1. The two notionsmust be kept distinct but

theworkings of drift and selection relative to the size of populations arguably can be applied to both. Let us ask the questionwhich one of

the two irregular verbs has a higher chance to become regular. In order to do so it will have to change. Resistance to regularization (‘faith-

fulness to the input’, in optimality theoretic terms[92]) should be considered as an instance of negative selection because it will violate the

faithfulness to the input of the child. Therefore, it is expected to be selectively removed. As a result, even though regularization is naively

considered to be driven by constraints against markedness and thus a positive change that would be favored by the system, it turns out

that it is actually subject to negative selection since it leads to a novel form. The net result of this is that, as drift predicts, regularization is

more likely to happen in smaller populations, that is, infrequent forms, than in larger ones, that is, frequent ones. This is what we actually

observe. It iswell known to linguists that commonwords aremuchmore likely to be irregular than uncommonones. The usual explanation

for this in linguistics is that commonwords aremuchmore frequent in the primary linguistic data than uncommon ones and therefore the

child is much more likely to introduce an innovation favoring a regular pattern in a word (s)he encounters for the first time or with very

low frequency.

cycle is driven by selection comes as no surprise, as the directionality

of this change has been identified for numerous unrelated languages

and there are theoretical explanations for this.[56,57] As is known in

statistics, drift is the null hypothesis. In order to postulate selection,

we need to have evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis. This cre-

ates testable hypotheses that can be evaluated on the basis of meth-

ods such as the one proposed in ref.[51] Note that, even though the

specifics of this method concerning binning decisions in linguistic cor-

pora have been criticized by Karjus et al.,[58] the authors nevertheless

conclude that the basic results of Newberry et al. hold and that distin-

guishing between stochastic and selective processes in the investiga-

tion of language change is worth pursuing.

Migration

The fourth evolutionary process is migration, that is, the exchange

of variation among populations. In linguistics, this is a pervasive

and multifaceted phenomenon which falls under the term “language

contact”[59,60] and is perhaps best-studied among the processes we

describe here. It is important to note that, unlike exchange of varia-

tion in biology which only happens at the population level and cannot

happen among species, exchange of variation in language is not limited

to the population level but can take place between any two languages

regardless of their degree of relatedness (e.g., how recent a common

ancestor they have and/or whether they aremutually intelligible).

When language contact leads to change, then either (a) features

of the one language enter into the other by a process generally called

“transfer/borrowing”, or (b) some characteristics change via a process

called “restructuring,” whereby the result does not resemble any

feature of the two languages that get in contact[61] (p. 415). Both out-

comes are involved in the generation of de novo variation. Regarding

transfer/borrowing, researchers have demonstrated that different

elements and patterns have different degrees of borrowability. For

example, contentful words (e.g., nouns and verbs) are easier to borrow

than functional/grammatical ones (e.g., pronouns and articles) and

words are easier to borrow than structural patterns in phonology,

morphology, and syntax which require more intense contact.[59,62,63]

Regarding restructuring, a striking andwell-studied case of generation

of de novo variation is pidgin formation which has arisen in situations

where slaves or workers were transferred from home to different

countries with a dominant language foreign to them (e.g., African
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populations transferred to the Caribbean Islands). In these situations,

the migrants of the first generation construct a communication code

that makes use of the most unmarked (non-complex) features that are

likely to be understood by both them and native speakers of the dom-

inant language. In subsequent generations, many of these features are

gradually reanalyzed according to general first language acquisition

principles,[30,64] eventually leading to a new natural language which

contains innovative forms and constructions that are not transfers

from any of the languages in contact. This constitutes the genesis of

new native languages, known as creoles.[65,66]

It is important to stress that these four processes operate in a

short evolutionary timescale and shape the variation within popula-

tions (polymorphism). As different fixed variants are accumulated in

alternative populations they lead to population-splits and, eventually,

in long timescales, to speciation. The theory of phylogenetics treats

species as monomorphic when studying their divergence. Similarly, lin-

guistics treats languages as uniform when comparing properties of

different languages, while it focuses on variation within populations

(dialects, registers, etc.) when studying language change.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIFE AND LANGUAGE

As we hope has become clear by now, there are many commonalities

between life and language which originate from their nature as evolv-

able systems. The historical work that has been successfully recon-

structing proto-languages with the aid of trees has demonstrated the

robustness of vertical transmissions in language, just as in biology (see

refs.[7,8]). Nevertheless, it is underestimated that there are also cru-

cial differencesbetween the two systems. Thesedifferencesmakeeach

system unique and should be taken into account in order to determine

howmethods from biology can be adjusted to linguistics. These differ-

ences can be summarized as follows:

1. It is a definitional property of language that it connects sounds (in

spoken languages)/signs (in sign languages) to meaning mediated

by a computational system (morphology–syntax). This means that

the grammar, the genotype of language, has several levels and each

level has its own units and rules of combination. There is no such

analogue in life where the genotype is a single level consisting of a

sequence of nucleotides which encodes the genetic information.

2. As opposed to life where inheritance reduces to replication of

parental genotypes, genotypes in language (i.e., the grammar)

are necessarily affected by the phenotypes (the idiolects, called

“speech” by Haider[9]) that the acquirers are exposed to, because

the acquirers have no direct access to genotypes.

3. A significant difference between the two systems concerns the

inheritance of acquired characteristics. In living organisms, the phe-

notypemay change during the lifetime of an individual either due to

developmental changes or due to its interaction with the environ-

ment, but these changes leave genetic information intact, which is

passedon fromgeneration togenerationand is alteredonly through

mutation. In language, alongside inherited traits obtained through

the children naturally acquiring their native language in the first

years of their life, an idiolect may also incorporate characteristics

after the critical period due to external pressure from education

and trends in the linguistic community related to language ideolo-

gies, attitudes, etc. In the next generation, children treat the idi-

olects that contain both inherited and acquired traits as their input

and construct their grammar accordingly.[67,68]

4. Another important difference between the two evolving systems

concerns parenthood. In living organisms parents can be one, two,

or more individuals, always specific and traceable. In language,

vertical transmission of information can be influenced by many

potentially untraceable parental idiolects as the acquisition of one’s

native language is influenced not necessarily by physical parents

but by the environment more broadly.

5. Furthermore, any two languages, no matter how genetically dis-

tant they are, can interact and influence one another, in contrast

to biological species where the exchange of genetic information is

severely restricted.

6. From a methodological point of view, an important difference

betweenbiology and linguistics regards thedata. In biology thedata

that are currently used for phylogenetics are mostly genetic, which

has two consequences: (a) their vast amount and (b) their inde-

pendence from the environment which guarantees that they are

exclusively vertically transmitted. In language, the data that have

so far been used are morphological (in the biological sense), that

is, close to the surface. More abstract data, that is, the counterpart

of genetic data, are not generally agreed upon, their identification

depends on theory internal reasoning and, in contrast to biology, it

is far fromevident that theabstract characters outnumber themore

superficial ones (many linguists do not believe in abstract charac-

ters and evenproponents of parameter-based frameworks typically

assume that parameters are limited in number).

Each of these differences has implications for the way we approach

language history as a set of evolutionary processes. First, the existence

of several discrete levels of linguistic analysis can be seen as an asset

for the study of language change because it opens up the possibility to

construct independent trees based on the units of the different levels

and compare them in order to control for their adequacy. This is not

possible in biology.

Second, given the nature of inheritance and parenthood in language,

biological phylogenetic methods which rely on the assumptions that (i)

information is exclusively vertically transmitted and (ii) acquired char-

acteristics are not inherited cannot be blindly applied to the study of

language change. We need to make sure that we draw on data that are

less susceptible to borrowing. This sort of work that has been under-

taken for cognates and has resulted in the Swadesh list[69] but it is

entirely missing in the work on morphosyntax. Since all characteristics

of the grammar can be transferred areally or genealogically[70] with

higher or lower probability (cf. scales of borrowability, stability, etc.[60])

it is imperative to developmore sophisticatedmodels of the interaction

between areal and genealogical transmission when we look at gram-

matical data (cf.[71] for an exploration of the problem with the aid of
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computer simulations). Moreover, even though biology has developed

methods to identify events of horizontal transmission (e.g., ref.[72]),

these methods are not easily transferable to morphosyntactic charac-

ters due to the pervasive presence of homoplasies (Box 1).

At this point, it is necessary to clarify the conceptofhorizontal trans-

mission taking place in biology and in language. In biology, horizontal

transmission is the transfer of genetic information between two con-

temporary individuals who do not stand in a parent-offspring relation-

ship. Such transfers are rare in multicellular organisms but quite com-

mon in unicellular ones, particularly in prokaryotes. In language, it is

very common for idiolects, dialects, and languages to exchange mate-

rial when speakers are in contact with each other. This affects the phe-

notype of the language, that is, the speech of the speakers, but not

immediately its genotype, that is, the grammar. In order for borrowed

elements to affect the grammar disrupting vertical/genealogical rela-

tionships, they need to become the input of acquirers of the next gen-

eration. This entails that contact-induced grammar change is always

mediated by vertical transmission and it is thus incorrect to equate

borrowing to horizontal transmission in biology, despite the fact that

it disrupts vertical relationships. For this reason, we are using the

term “areal transfer” and not “horizontal transfer” whenwe discuss the

effects of language contact.

WHY STUDY THE TWO EVOLVABLE SYSTEMS IN
CONCERT?

Studying biology and linguistics as two subcases of the general con-

cept “evolvable system” has implications for the research in both

domains. Under a unified framework, newquestions arisewhich can be

explored by importing and adapting methods and tools from one field

to the other.[7,8] The most salient domain where we can find affinities

between historical linguistics and evolutionary biology is phylogenetic

research, where linguists nowadays adopt the quantitative and statis-

tical methods of modern evolutionary research in an attempt to recon-

struct the history of several language families.

Most such attempts have mainly capitalized on cognate data, a

famous example being the work by Gray and Atkinson on the ori-

gin of Indo-European.[73] Despite the skepticism expressed in some

recent research concerning the usefulness of morphosyntactic taxo-

nomic characters[45] there are twoarguments in favor of extending this

line of quantitative research to morphosyntax. First, methods based

on cognate data saturate at a shallow historical depth, whereas mor-

phosyntactic data may help us probe more ancient splits.[70] Second,

as already mentioned, trees based on morphosyntactic data can serve

as controls for trees resulting from cognate data and vice versa.[74] In

order to work with morphosyntactic data more effectively, we need to

identify characters prone to areal transfer and formulate prior assump-

tions regarding the conditions under which a certain distribution of

characters should be attributed to contact, in order to factor out their

effects when computing exclusively genealogical relationships.

Another domain where the methods from evolutionary biology can

open up new horizons in historical linguistics is the study of the emer-

gence of variation and its dynamics within and across populations on

the basis of mutation, drift, and selection. There are some sporadic

examples of how this type of research should unfold. We have already

mentioned the study of intralinguistic variation and its spread pat-

terns by Newberry et al.,[51] who convincingly argue that certain pro-

cesses in the history of English should be attributed to drift while oth-

ers result from selection and yet others from the combination of the

two (Box 3). Another example is provided by studies,[75,76] which cor-

relate language evolution with the size of the speakers’ population.

There are many testable predictions that this framework gives rise to

and can be explored in the future. For example, a positive correlation

is expected between the size of the populations and the amount of

neutral variants in different domains (phonemes, lexical items, syntac-

tic structures, etc.) in monolingual societies. Even part of what is com-

mon ground in historical linguistics, for example, the positive correla-

tion observedbetween language isolation and linguistic divergence fol-

lows fromthe frameworkunderdiscussion. Every timedifferent groups

are isolated within a language population for geographical or social

reasons, differences start to gradually accumulate, eventually result-

ing in the emergence of language divisions which correspond to differ-

ent varieties of the language (e.g., dialects). When continued, this pro-

cess leads to language splits (see ref.[77] for ecological factors influenc-

ing language isolation). This corresponds to the conditions determining

speciation in biology. In both systems, isolation is the key factor.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the similarities between different types of evolvable sys-

tems, as summarized in Table 1 for life and language, are enough to

guarantee that there are testable hypotheses arising in one discipline

that can be applied to the other. The exact methodological tools that

will be employed need to be adjusted to the specific characteristics of

the system under investigation. For the cases at hand, the two major

differences that need to be taken into account concern (a) the nature of

the data and (b) the interaction between genealogical and areal trans-

fer. Both disciplines can benefit from approaching their questions from

the broader perspective of evolvable systems. Apart from the ben-

efits for linguistics outlined so far, there are also potential gains for

biology. For example, the evolutionary models in biology assume non-

inheritance of acquired characteristics. Recent advances in epigenet-

ics have raised the possibility of inheritance of acquired characteris-

tics and this has even led to putting into question the adequacy of the

current evolutionary framework.[78,79] Historical linguistics teaches us

that inheritance of acquired characteristics, which is common in lan-

guage, is an admissible property of evolvable systems and interacts

with genealogical/vertical transmission in interesting ways.
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